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ABSTRACT
This work presents a methodology for investigating the performance of public politics regarding food security networks formed in Brazilian municipalities aimed at increasing income and employment in familiar farming. These programs need to further develop the methodologies used for studying their efficiency so that they can reach a new stage in the improvement and use of management tools thereby achieving better results of social inclusion and/or food security. This paper constitutes a first effort to bring together indicators for the evaluation of the efficiency of public politics.
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Introduction
This study is based on the premise that it is necessary to advance towards a new development phase in food security policies in Brazil. This can occur through the initiation of evaluations of the applicability, effectiveness and governance of public policies of this nature in the municipalities. Much of the effectiveness of a local food security program can be investigated in terms of the existing institutional and organizational impediments (such as norms or guidelines that impede the adaptation of a local actor – whether a municipality, secretariat, farmers association or cooperative, resident association etc., the operating procedures of people in bureaucratic positions strategic to the functioning of the program or demands of certain public contract guidelines etc.) to the operation and consolidation of existing social networks.

These difficulties can stem from different actions, either internal or external. In the case of institutional and organizational problems for agricultural regions (in particular for farm families and rural workers) important examples can be a lack of investments and public credits that allow farmers to invest in infrastructure (such as housing construction, seed and raw material purchases, assembly of processing units etc.), limited technical and human knowledge of the production agents given a certain type of cultivation or a given production process for raw materials, difficult relations between the settlers\(^1\) and the local public and private actors, low levels of education and organization in rural areas, the low level of information among farmers about the procedures that should be adopted to participate in public bids and other types of sales

---

\(^1\) Settlers are individuals or families placed in groups on land disappropriated by the federal government to be used for small farmers. The locations are called settlements and involve numerous families.
in government programs for the purchase of foods, the relationship of the settlers and the symbolic value of the products in the local commercialization channels, among others.

It is essential to construct effective indicators of these types of policies to increase the efficiency of the public policies, and principally, to improve the living conditions of rural families who are potential beneficiaries of local food security programs (not only economically, but also in social, educational, political, environmental and cultural terms). To do so, it is important to establish, as a first step, the causes of the different types of difficulties encountered by administrators of these food security programs, because they can be used to prepare strategies to mitigate management problems by improving local public food security policies.

For this reason, this study will present a methodology for the study of the effectiveness of public policies aimed at food security networks that were formed in Brazilian cities with the principal goal of elevating the income and employment conditions of family farmers (on small farms and rural settlements etc.). This makes it essential to propose and discuss the methodological forms that can support the construction of models for supervision and effectiveness of these public policies aimed at local food security networks. This paper will emphasize indicators for accompanying those policies that involve and can improve the income and employment conditions of small family farmers and farmworkers in Brazil. The food security programs created most recently in the country and that directly involve family farming include: a) family agribusiness, b) integrated management of school meal programs that involve the federal government food purchasing program for school meals (PAA), c) low cost farmers markets and d) community gardens.

The evolution of food security programs in Brazil and the importance of local institutional standards

At the end of the 20th century, the commercial opening, the fragmentation of the State, the complexity of civil society and the predominance of economic policies aimed at monetary stabilization increased social inequalities and broadened the distance between the world’s nourished and undernourished peoples. A strong indication of this distance is, on one hand, the growing sophistication of the eating habits of the nourished (guaranteed by the greater supply and quality of products from the large agribusiness chains) and on the other hand, the precarious supply or lack of food for hundreds of millions of people.

During the 1990’s, public policies for intervention and distribution that sought to achieve food security in Brazil – based on centralized coordination and decisions made from top down – began to encounter signs of depletion because of the great difficulty of serving, in an intensive and constant manner, the needy population in increasingly complex locations (degraded and semi-abandoned urban areas, others with difficult access, distant rural zones with complex logistics, productive regions with a high degree of exclusion etc).

In the current decade, Brazil has experienced the implementation of public food security policies considered to be alternative at the various government levels (federal, state and municipal). The first years of the 21st century were notable because the broad concept of food security finally began to sustain the agenda of public policies aimed at reducing hunger among the poorest population and by increasing the actions of solidarity for people in situations of marginalization in the country (including working people such as rural workers, family farmers etc.). Since 1997, when the World Food Summit (a United Nations forum with country representatives) was finally able to reach a consensus on a broad concept of food security to support public policies applicable to a great diversity of countries (from the developed to the underdeveloped), some programs began to be executed in Brazil. Since then, the efforts of various governments in Brazil (local, state and federal) produced the enactment of various food security policies (Paulillo; Pessanha, 2002).
Food security policies should consider production, distribution, access and consumption of foods; and should also be linked to fundamental factors: 1) health, 2) hygiene, 3) the environment, 4) authenticity and 5) solidarity. All of these factors are socially constructed and shared in policy networks that focus on the functionality and adaptation of an equitable food standard for the poorly nourished population.

The category of health involves the nutritional and pharmaceutical dimensions linked to the composition of foods – the protein, fiber and cholesterol content, etc.. For this reason, the nutritional education of the needy population is essential. The second category is that of food hygiene and security and the absence of toxic or noxious elements. These notions are inseparably linked to the need for information, guarantees and controls for the conditions of production and distribution, and of the packaging norms. Thus, the certification of food products appears to be a crucial issue.

The third category is ecological–organic, which corresponds to the production of foods without toxic risks and the demand for respect for the environment. Food concerns should place importance both on food quality as well as on the form of producing it and the ecology is a factor of increasing importance in the living habits of the population. So much so that in the developed countries, there are important consumer movements in support of environmental preservation.

The fourth category is authenticity, which refers to the natural and traditional values of food production and concern for the importance of the origin of the products and for the specification of the agricultural and agroindustrial production processes (from the use of land to the form of processing). It involves ideals about knowing how to produce food. The fifth category is that of solidarity, in which moral and ideological values encourage the participation of the well nourished population in humanitarian actions in the process of consumption, through the purchase of socially correct products instead of others. In these products, the price to be paid is higher because it gives priority to farm production and the processing of foods from rural settlements, from small properties and to ecologically correct products, which do not involve child labor etc. There are many examples such as the international Fair Trade movement, the institutional municipal markets, and family produced agroindustrial products, which are increasingly being used by social actors dedicated to the value of solidarity of food security policies in the capitalist world.

Thus, a policy in the area of local or regional food security should include four integrated spheres of action and areas of interventions: production, distribution, access and food consumption. The first dimension refers to the production of foods in rural and urban areas, such as rural settlements, small properties - most of which have family farms - and urban gardens (community or school run). In this aspect, there is a need for intervention that seeks to develop the capacity of family farms and urban communities to work in associations on a municipal or regional level, for training courses for farmers and rural workers and the establishment of added value through the agroindustrialization of family farming. The second category includes supplementary or emergency food distribution programs to specific groups, such as schools, hospitals, charitable institutions, penitentiaries etc. The third dimension is related to access to foods, including actions in the field of supply and sales. The fourth dimension, consumption, encompasses nutritional education, education for sustainable consumption and the organization and training of consumers and other productive and public actors involved in the policy. These latter categories require thematic interventions in the realm of technologies for food management and institutional supply that seek the consolidation of protection and cooperation networks of local and regional actors, which encompass actions such as the inclusion of foods from family farmers in school meals, training courses for school cooks and members of rural and municipal food councils, food banks, urban harvest, solidarity supply centers, municipal inspection services, programs for acquisition of foods, popular restaurants and programs for training in management technologies for family farming (Paulillo; Almeida, 2005).
The institutional standards and the norms and the social values special to each location indicate a capacity for establishment of social development agendas of a relatively endogenous character, as long as the restructuring processes do not have a narrowly economic character, but involve decisions of a political nature and the development of the local social capital.

In this sense, the contribution of the endogenist theory is to identify the currently decisive production factors that are determinant within the region and not in an exogenous form, as previously understood. Thus, it was concluded that regions with these factors, or those strategically aimed at developing them internally, would have better conditions to achieve accelerated and balanced development. Two dimensions can be identified in endogenous regional development. The first is economic, in which the local business society uses its capacity for organization in the most appropriate method possible (considering the regional productive factors). The second is socio-cultural, in which the local values and institutions serve as a basis for local or regional development.

This trend is marked by studies about institutional networks “that allow cooperative actions – which include, evidently, the conquest of public goods such as education, healthcare, information – capable of enriching the social fabric of a certain location” (Abramovay, 2003: 84). This is beginning to be discussed in scholarly works focusing on excluded local actors and still needs to be deepened.

**Research routes for the analysis of the development of local food security networks**

For research and analysis, it is important to consider the notion of public policies such as the system of action and knowledge (Muller, 1994). For this definition, an attempt can be made to define those agents and organizations that interact regularly, in a determined period, to implement public actions and to influence the formation and enactment of measures and decisions that should come from government.

Participant observation, a technique derived from Anthropology, as well as the assemblage of field diaries (Whitaker, 2002) are valuable tools for collection of data and analysis of concrete situations.

The participative character promotes broad interaction between the researchers and the actors involved and there is great variation in the degrees of involvement of the actors. The concept of actor is understood here as “any group of people who have a certain ability for conscious collective action in a given social context” (idem).

Participative research is based on the realization of seminars and interviews (with open or semi-structured questionnaires), with the participation of social, economic and political agents in an organizational field, which are configured as the best spaces to debate and prove the hypotheses formulated during the research. Thus, the development of projects for the evaluation of local public food security policies (and the networks formed) should be supported by qualitative and quantitative analyses of the data from the field research to be conducted. One example of the use of quantitative data that can be developed is the investigation of food security levels of families living in urban and rural areas in the municipalities selected, to later accompany the evolution of these results, based on the implementation of the food security programs in each location.

The classification of the levels of populational food security, based on the investigation of urban and rural families, can be based on four levels: 1) food security (when there is no problem of access to food in qualitative or quantitative terms and there is no concern that there will be a food shortage; 2) low-level insecurity (when there is a concern of a possible food shortage in the near future and when domestic arrangements are needed so that the foods last longer; 3) moderate insecurity (when there is a commitment to food quality, seeking to maintain the needed quality. At this level of insecurity, there is the beginning of a reduction in the quantity of
foods among adults); and 4) severe insecurity (when there is a restricted quantity of foods, leading to hunger among adults and children).

An instrument for the collection of information should be developed by means of structured and semi-structured questionnaires. A good example of the information collection tool is that currently used by the “Rede Alimenta” [Nourish Network] at the University of Campinas (Unicamp). Concomitantly, other qualitative research techniques are used: such as the participative diagnostic dynamic, which is already widely used by some of the official and non-governmental agencies involved with the urban and rural populations in general.

Participative diagnoses allied to the field diary technique would increase an analysis’ capacity for penetration of the tensions generated by the mobilization of forces by field agents and in the search for resources of power in the regional and local spaces.

To complement these techniques, secondary data should be collected, as well as that available in official databases, and that obtained by working with information contained in the minutes of the municipal councils (rural, education and healthcare) in the municipal budgets and other official local documents. This would provide a vision of the administrative behavior of the public agents, as well as the materialization (or not) of the proposals and projects of the distinct political forums in which the rural food security problem is discussed. This helps to identify routes for the formulation of local food security networks for cooperation and protection that aim at social inclusion.

Whenever necessary, to assist the handling and analysis of data, statements should be taken from the agents that stand out in the research. This provides greater clarity about the objectives and strategies of each set of agents that the investigation seeks to accompany. The participation of the important actors in each location would contribute to the construction of the principal indicators that would guide the assemblage of the questionnaires and that will be delineated from the program to be evaluated in each municipality studied.

**Research Steps**

1. Conduct qualitative and quantitative evaluation procedures to investigate the levels of food security of families living in urban and rural areas of the selected municipalities and later accompany the evolution of these results, based on the implementation of the food security programs in each location. This can begin with the validation of the methodology and of the information collection tool of the “Nourish Network” at Unicamp, by means of which it is possible to classify the population in four levels: 1) food security; 2) low-level insecurity; 3) moderate insecurity, and 4) severe insecurity as mentioned above.

2. Construct indicators for the evaluation of effectiveness and applicability of the local food security policies in the municipalities selected and, based on that, show the differences in the food security policies that involve family farming;

3. Evaluate the food security programs in the municipalities selected based on the indicators selected and consolidated, showing the effectiveness of the programs mentioned;

4. Show the management practices and the differences in governance used by the food security programs in the municipalities selected and the existing organizational difficulties, to propose improvement actions so that each would be as efficient as possible in the realization of its task;

5. Discuss the consequences of the implementation of the food security policies on the lifestyles of the populations studied;

6. Analyze the possibilities for the food security policies to change eating habits and commercial production practices, for sales and consumption of foods.
Principal indicators for the evaluation of food security policies that form local networks for inclusion of family farming

It is known that the structural profile of a municipality can be defined beyond a classification in terms of population. The definition of this profile should consider the location’s insertion in development projects and its management focus. In relation to the professional sectors and that portion of the population that participate in the food security policies executed in each municipality, it is important to emphasize the form that they can adapt. The administrative sectors and the target public are submit to complex and hard to understand institutional filters (such as rules, norms, financial limits set by federal and state governments for public policies with these goals, demands and control procedures and cultural conventions concerning nutrition that influence the preferences of the target public including children, the elderly, pregnant women etc.). These filters come from a wide variety of fields (economic, political, technological, social and cultural).

The food security policies highlighted in this text are those developed locally (and that are distinguished by some operational factor), although there is a horizontal or standardized institutional range for the municipalities to follow and to which they should adapt. Generally, these frameworks are presented and regulated by the federal government, as is the case of the Program for the Acquisition of Food for School Meals (PAA) or of any other legal procedure for the purchase of foods for local school meals, used by a municipal government, although under the same rules and norms valid throughout the country. It is in this institutional horizontality, on a more aggregated level, that the work is initially supported to develop a set of indicators for accompanying the effectiveness of food security policies. The indicators that will be suggested also have a certain flexibility that allows registering differences among the localities, and thus, better precision for the evaluation of policy management and the development of respective management in the institutionalized networks.

The initiatives of rural agribusiness constitute local food security networks considered in a broad manner and are indicated as one of the alternatives to reverse unfavorable social and economic situations in rural regions. They stimulate the direct and indirect creation of new jobs and income for family farmers and promote their social and economic reclusion within this current economic model.

In São Paulo State alone, 3,112 Agricultural Production Units (UPAs) were identified that undertake industrial activities in accord with the research sample realized (IEA, 2006). The estimates indicate that the annual value of production of rural industry in São Paulo in 2001 was R$ 26,295,020,79, with milk pasteurization and wood processing activities being those that contributed most to this result, accounting for approximately 31% and 27%, respectively. The rest are highlighted by the manufacturing of cheeses, yogurt, butter, cream and doce de leite (21%) and the confection of sweets, jams, jellies, canned vegetables, breads, pastries and cookies (15%) (IEA 2006).

Agribusinesses use products that originate from family farming and generate channels of commercialization on local and regional levels, constituting local networks in which the individual and collective actors seek a set of resources in many spheres (economic, political, legal, technological, organizational, social and symbolic). Therefore, both on the local and regional sphere, there is a large number of actors (individuals, local, regional and state collectives etc.), that will interact with each other according to their ability to wield power. The different actors can be represented by the traditional settlers or family farmers, by the forms of organization (unions, associations, cooperatives), by the production structure and the locations of added value (sales channels, agribusinesses), by the consumer market, by government agents and others. In this sense, the decisions concerning value added to farm production go beyond the economic sphere and are defined in the realm of the political and social capital found among the different local actors, although the results of the referred to aggregate can be measured by means of economic parameters. Table 1 shows the principal variables and their indicators that should be analyzed in projects to accompany public policies related to family agribusinesses.
Table 1. Variables and indicators for accompanying family agribusiness programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables/Resources</th>
<th>Information/Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Products and Technology:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1. Characterization of the processed products</td>
<td>Principal agricultural raw materials and their origin; final processed products; other products that enter intermediary and processing phases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. Quality of the different aspects of the products:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.1. Ecological</td>
<td>Characteristics of the production process of the raw material and of the industrialization of the products in favorable conditions for the health of consumers and for the environment (no contamination of water, ground and air from the improper use of pesticides and herbicides in agricultural production and industrialization; identify contamination of raw material and other types of contaminations from addition of chemical products in the process).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.2. Ease of use, organoleptic quality and appearance</td>
<td>Product appearance; safe packaging; pretty and attractive packaging; consumption period; capacity for storing the products; aroma, color, texture, flavor and ease of use and handling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.3. Nutritional</td>
<td>Quantity and quality that the organism needs and composition of the nutrients important to human nutrition (nutritional composition).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.4. Quality</td>
<td>Quality control techniques; general quality (technical, social and cultural aspects); consumer service; guarantee of origin and inspection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.5. Technological</td>
<td>Level of sophistication of the equipment; level of automation; compatibility of the equipment with the planned production and the available labor (technical model); information technology (technical knowledge, organization of production, market dynamic etc.), management technology and type and level of specialization of labor in the processing and in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.6. Distinction of the products</td>
<td>Different products with the same scope of production and seeking different consumer “desires”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Location of the settlement and of the agribusiness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Location of the settlement (region of the settlement)</td>
<td>Urban and rural population in the region of the settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural production: area harvested, production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(quantity, avg. value and income).

Production of animal origin.

Total production value and basic prices according to field of activities.

Characteristics of the settlements in the region (families settled, area (ha), settlement, capacity of the families, year of creation).

2.2. Location of the agribusiness: Use of family labor and low cost raw materials; reuse of residues from production in the productive process and management of the enterprise by the farmers accompanying the entire process.

3. Economic and financial

3.1. Costs

Detailed costs of agricultural production, processing and distribution of the products processed, transaction costs (telephone, contracts, opportunity, uncertainty, frequency of transactions, specificities of transactions etc.) and costs of the lack or loss of products in the final market (cost of lack of quality or management).

3.2. Financing

Agricultural financing, for machinery, physical structure and labor (comparative analysis of the financing conducted with other possibilities to be realized).

3.3. Variables of industrial organization

Scale and scope of production.

3.4 Income and added value

Price of sale, rate of profitability per product and added value per agricultural product.

3.5. Income and living conditions

Total and avg. income of workers, distributed surplus and cost of hour worked.

Comparison of income of cooperative members with the minimum wage in Brazil and the income of rural residences in the region.

Age of the population of the settlement.

Education of the residents of the settlement.

Abandonment by member families.

Current situation in relation to the previous life of the settlement.

4. Sales channels

Direct sale to consumers (door-to-door).

Sales at farmers markets.

Retail sales (local and regional).

Sales through intermediaries.

On-site sales (settlements).

Institutional and other sales.
### 5. Organizational resource

#### 5.1. Organizational strategy
Cooperative production and other forms of organization.
- Orientation/organization policy: struggle for agrarian reform and demands particular to the association.
- Search for specialized labor.
- Participation in decisions, democratic management.
- Political organization.
- Executive organization.

#### 5.2. Institutional Infrastructure
Research institutes, universities, training centers, specialization courses, support for social institutions and movements (MST, Concrab...), and information shared in the region.

#### 5.3. Other production strategies
Partnerships, proximity with the market and suppliers, third-party suppliers, subcontracting and use of own or institutional brand (from the settlement or cooperative).

### 6. Political organization

#### 6.1. Forms of political organization
Associations, cooperatives, unions, consortiums etc.

#### 6.2. Power of the political organizations
Power of representation and adherence.

#### 6.3. Relation to local government
Incentive to production and sale, training, location for processing, other specific and isolated help.

### 7. Legal and constitutional resources
Laws, rules, norms, legitimate sanctions, in-house legal staff or of the organization etc.

### 8. Social resources
In relation to the social capital of the productive and non-productive actors who are from the location and their ability to formulate public policies for social protection and cooperation, forming a solid and inclusionary social network. These networks must be guided by elements of social capital (reputation, fidelities, reciprocity etc).

### 9. Symbolic resources
Based on knowledge and recognition, such as image, brand image (*goodwill investment*), *brand loyalty* etc.; a strong quality that operates as a form of credit, sustained by confidence of those that work with it because they are willing to provide credits.

Source: prepared by the authors, 2006.

Other programs for inclusion of foods produced by family farmers are being implemented in many regions of Brazil, whether by initiative of the federal government (through the Food Acquisition Program) or by state initiatives (with sectoral programs for productive chains with a high degree of marginalization of rural farmers) and municipal (with policies constructed locally for the purchase of regional products that have high rates of supply in these areas). These
programs consider all the factors of food security that were indicated above and justify the considerable difference existing between the food security programs (that can even encompass the first four factors indicated – health, hygiene, environment and authenticity) and food security (that adds solidarity to the first four factors, as a fundamental goal).

There are many municipalities that have already adopted policies of this type. Some interesting examples can be mentioned, such as the inclusion of pasteurized natural orange juice in school meals at Bebedouro (SP), pork at Xanxerê (SC), fish in Santos (SP), milk in São Carlos (SP) and vegetables in Catanduva (SP) etc.

The types of food purchased for nursery and elementary school meals reveal an important component of the school food management process in each municipality. Regardless of the origin of the resources (whether from the federal government food purchase program, or from financial resources provided by a municipal or state government) the presence of this type of program shows that the municipality is dedicated to practicing food security in a broad manner. Thus, an evaluation of the management process of municipal school meals should consider these practices, which can be synthesized in objective questions such as: 1) Does the municipal government makes purchases from farmers in the region or municipality? 2) When do farmers sell during the year and at what price? 3) Do they use the federal PAA? How many farmers were benefited in the year? 4) Do they purchase foods from community or school gardens? What is the estimated amount? 5) Do they acquire foods from the municipal bakery and the estimated cost of these products? 6) Is there a continuous municipal government program for the purchase of food from family farmers?

The questions mentioned are useful to begin to show that there are interesting indicators for the evaluation of the effectiveness and the applicability of school meal management in many municipalities (as should be demonstrated throughout this paper). The indication of the level of effectiveness of a public food security policy will be useful not only for the knowledge and transparency needed for the use of financial, legal and organizational resources utilized, but mainly as an element to guide the new steps in these programs (which can reach an evaluation of their continuation). It is for this reason that these and other programs should be studied in Brazilian municipalities (as should be the management of school meals and the purchase of products from family farmers for school meals, the school and community gardens, the low-cost farmers markets for family farmers and popular restaurants).

The evaluation indicators of school meal management must involve five more modules, in addition to the module for verification of quantity and quality of the resources aimed at local family farming. The other five modules are: a) general data of the national school meal program in the municipality (should contain information about the type of administration, the type of preparation and distribution of school meals, the number of state and municipal schools – including nursery schools – that receive food from the municipality in the year and the number of students that receive school meals during the year); b) resources destined for the purchase of foods for school meals (involving information about the difference in the balance of the previous year with the year analyzed, resources transferred by FNDE in the year, income from the resources from FNDE in the year, complementary food purchases by the municipality in the year, total amount passed on by the state government to the municipality, other resources used for this purpose); c) execution of the National School Meal Program (PNAE), (number of days attended in the year analyzed, total number of meals served – the principal meal plus other food provided when the student arrives or leaves – the average caloric content of the meals in the year, average protein content of the meals, the average cost of the meals per student per day – which is the spending for purchasing food divided by the number of meals, other food served to students who are not full-time); d) operation and functionality of the School Food Council (involving information about the number of meetings held by the council in the year analyzed, form of choice of civil society representatives, details about the report of the CAE in relation to the accounts presented in the year analyzed, level of participation of the CAE in the school food program – from very active to barely active); e) a final module containing other important
information for the evaluation of the school meal management model of a municipality – or that is, beyond the evaluation of the school meal purchasing process that was not previously presented. The information includes: Is there is a nutritionist exclusively responsible for the school meal program? How many hours does she work? How many cooks or employees are involved exclusively in school food preparation in the year? Does the municipality contract companies to supply the school meals? Are the meals contracted to third parties? and How much is spent in the year to do so? Is there a school garden? How much food is raised? Are these vegetables raised by the initiative of the municipal secretariat or by the schools themselves and local companies? Was a self-service system implanted? Is there is a cafeteria with tables and chairs? Does the municipal government offer courses about food education to the students and training courses for the cooks?

Table 2 below shows the principal indicators that should be used for the evaluation of school meal management in each location (whether by means of the federal purchase program or through another form of purchase – in this case guided more specifically local management).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables /Resources</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Information Form of preparation and distribution of school meals, number of state and municipal schools – including nurseries – that receive school meals during the year.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterization of the products processed Principal agricultural raw materials and their origin; final processed products; other products that enter intermediary processing phases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources destined to the purchase of food for school meals Information about the difference in the balance of the previous year and the year analyzed, resources transferred by FNDE in the year, income from FNDE resources in the year, complementary payments from the municipal government in the year to purchase foods, total pass-along of the state government to the municipality, other resources used for this purpose.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution of National School Meal Program – PNAE Number of days of service in the year analyzed, total number of meals served – the principal meal plus other food when the students enter or leave the school – the average caloric value of the meals in the year, the average protein content of the meals in the year, the average cost of the meals per student per day – this is the purchase cost of the foods divided by the number of meals, other food served to students who are not full time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other information important to the evaluation of the food management of the local school Presence of a nutritionist exclusively responsible for the food program and the number of hours they work per week, number of cooks or employees involved exclusively in the preparation of school meals in the year; Does the municipal government contract companies to supply school food? Are the meals subcontracted? What is the amount destined in the year for this purpose? Are there school gardens? How much food is raised? Were these gardens created by the initiative of the municipal...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Title</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecological Quality of the products</strong></td>
<td>Characteristics of the production process of the raw materials and of the industrialization of the products in conditions favorable to the health of consumers and the environment (no contamination of water, soil and air conditions, use of improper pesticides and herbicides in the agricultural production and industrialization; identify contamination in the raw material and other types of contamination by the addition of chemical products in the process).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of the products concerning ease of use, organoleptic quality and appearance</strong></td>
<td>Product appearance; safe package; pretty and attractive package; useful life of the products; capacity for stacking products; aroma, color, texture, flavor of the products and ease of use and handling of the products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nutritional quality of the products</strong></td>
<td>Quantity and quality that the organism needs and composition of nutrients important to human nutrition (nutritional composition).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical Quality of the products</strong></td>
<td>Level of sophistication of the equipment; level of automation; compatibility of the equipment with the production planned and the available labor (technological mode) information technology (technical knowledge, organization of production, of the dynamic of the market etc.), management technology and type and level of specialization of labor in the processing and in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Differentiation of the products</strong></td>
<td>Different products with the same scope of production and aimed at different consumer “desires”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance Mechanism</strong></td>
<td><strong>Indicators</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase of products by the PAA</td>
<td>Purchases by the municipal government for school meals from the farmers in the region or municipality;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period and cost of the purchases</td>
<td>Number of farmers who sell during the year and the amount of sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in association</td>
<td>Purchases involving associations and or cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with other food security programs, such as a community garden</td>
<td>Purchase of food for the community or school garden and the estimated amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with other food security programs, such as</td>
<td>Purchase of foods from the municipal bakery and the estimated amount of these products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that the management of the school meal program in any municipality can be evaluated based on very objective criteria, which should serve to show the effectiveness and the applicability of a fundamental food security policy for the future of a local society, because it involves the children and adolescents who are studying. Quantitative indicators can be combined with qualitative ones, concerning the formation of school gardens, the fight against the subcontracting of industrialized meals, the purchase of regional foods produced by local farmers etc. Thus, the limits of the local food security policies should begin to be discovered by this extensive evaluation of the school meal program, food security actions (that is contemplating the issues of health, food hygiene, the authenticity of products and respect for the environment) and of food safety (considering solidarity for marginalized actors, as in the cases of family farmers and farmworkers).

The low cost farmers markets are alternative programs for family farmers created by the municipalities that seek to provide incentives to production for self-consumption and the consequent generation of surpluses for the local market that help lead toward sustainability. They are aimed at direct retail sales of fruits and vegetables, canned and jarred products, sweets, dairy products and those from cottage industries, rural crafts and other types of food. By this means, family farmers have conquered greater space on the political agenda, and are an innovative initiative in municipalities from the point of view of public management (Duval and Ferrante, 2006).

As part of this initiative, the municipal governments provide transportation for the farmers and their products, stands for exposition and aprons for characterization. The income of the farmers from direct sales varies from R$ 400,00 - R$ 1,000,00 per month. The accompaniment of these initiatives has demonstrated that through agriculture for self-consumption one can envision a possible development alternative, although one that is still restricted to a small group of farmers who are better organized and thus able to meet the demand of municipal programs (nearly 30 farmers per municipality). The possibility for expansion, and possible increased income and involvement of more families, can be strategy for many of them. As a complement, these products can reach cities more cheaply and with less pesticides and herbicides. Issues such as the place of the family farmer on the political agendas of the municipalities and the generation of regional and local development or even agriculture with regenerative practices, contrast those of the economic dependence of small farmers in relation to the large ones, the conventional model of agricultural production and the fact that nearly all of the food supply in the municipality is from crops from other states.

The objectives of the program for local low-cost farmers markets are to: a) facilitate the flow of agricultural production of family farmers and the rural settlements; b) stimulate the
diversification of municipal agricultural production; c) promote the financial self-sustainability of family farming, by improving the farmers’ socio-economic condition and stimulating the creation of new rural employment; d) provide incentives to work and organization in associations; e) increase and diversify the production of fruit and vegetable farmers in the region and in the rural settlements; f) benefit the consumer, by means of sales of products at more accessible prices, considering the possibility of sales without intermediaries. and g) serve as a tool for the municipal food supply and food security policy.

Table 3. Indicators for accompanying low-cost farmers markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of cultivation</th>
<th>Traditional or organic.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Municipal government, civil society group, partnerships etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial resources and organizations involved and form of cost maintenance</td>
<td>Municipal government provides the sites for sales, the transportation costs, the structure and assembly of stands and training courses for commercialization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic and social indicators</td>
<td>Number of producers involved, number of spaces for commercialization, total monthly income from sales, number of farmers involved, number of sales spaces, number of days in the week of sales, total monthly income from sales, average income per farmer, percentage of products not sold, avg. costs of products sold, reduction of costs to farmers in relation to other local points of sale, number of additional work positions and profile of consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic location</td>
<td>Definitions of the locations according to criteria that facilitate sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive and organizational indicators</td>
<td>Production costs, product mix, avg. productivity, avg. availability of production during the year, production technology used, technological resources (machinery, greenhouses, trucks etc.), participation in associations or cooperatives and training courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with other food security programs, such as popular municipal bakery.</td>
<td>Articulation with food banks, popular restaurants and programs to purchase food from family farmers etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: prepared by the authors, 2006.

The community gardens have various options for location, involvement of the adult population and the schools, cultivation method (organic or traditional), form of organization (by the municipal government or delivered to a neighborhood community) and partnerships (with churches, non-governmental organizations) etc.

These gardens are being created in most of the municipalities that have already enacted other food security policies (such as food banks, purchases of food from local family farmers for school meals etc.). The difficulty of meeting the maintenance costs of community gardens is one of the growing concerns that the municipal governments confront. In addition to maintenance, another intriguing point is the capacity of these gardens to maintain suitable food supply and distribution systems that wind up focusing around them.

There are community gardens that are maintained and administered by a municipal government and others that are administered by a civil society association. Another important issue for administration is the process of choosing the site, because there is unused land, (often former
garbage dumps) that are controlled by municipal governments and there are also incentive programs for the owners of vacant land in urban areas to cede them for the development of gardens (which can be conducted by social entities that work with needy people, public school students, work groups etc.). One important factor is that these gardens can have an educational component for public school students and for the population in general, through the development of training courses that teach people to plant trees and plants in their neighborhoods. Finally, it is important to emphasize that in many municipalities community gardens are stimulated by municipal laws. The creation of a law with incentives can help the municipal government regulate and encourage the community gardens in public and private lots, in right-of-ways of the local electrical company and in municipal schools, as a way to generate work and income. The technical projects of planning and constructing the gardens must be inspected by the environmental agency and by the department of works (or by any other municipal technical agency that has this responsibility). In the same form, the technical evaluations should be periodic and executed by the municipal department responsible for inspection. Finally, it should be emphasized that there are already many organic gardens operating in advanced form, as in the municipalities of Lavras (MG), Curitiba (PR) and São Carlos (SP).

This type of initiative in the realm of local food security programs has been well accepted in the municipalities where they have been implemented. This may be because they address supply problems (through regular production, low prices etc.) or because of the education about food and production they offer children in the local public schools and needy adults and youth in the neighborhoods in which the gardens are organized. Their fast implementation is another benefit.

**Final considerations**

This text is based on the idea that it is necessary to construct consistent methods for the evaluation of the application, effectiveness and governance of local public food security policies. Only in this way will it be possible to advance this line of social development in Brazil. It is essential to propose and discuss methodological forms that support the construction of models for accompanying and assuring the effectiveness of public policies aimed at local food security networks. This article is a first effort to combine indicators for the evaluation of the effectiveness of these public policies that involve family farming.

The importance of the social inclusion of family farmers in the municipalities has been emphasized, because their products are aimed at direct sale to consumers in farmers markets and other urban spaces, for local projects such as school meals and charity organizations. This stimulates the generation of income and local and regional development. The practice of self-consumption agriculture is characterized by environmental and food concerns for many of the families, and can also be related to issues such as social and cultural reproduction and relations of solidarity within communities. These program may also provide income sources for farmers involved in the municipal programs.

The municipal programs, in turn, can give priority to the needs and preferences of families as the principal generators of their development. From production that previously served for their own consumption and that for other families within the settlements, the surplus can go beyond this realm, to serve as material both for direct sale and in the market (at farmers markets, supermarkets, farm stands, restaurants etc.), as well as for use in local projects. They are productions that, in addition to having a role in the family budget for the farmer and generating sociability and cooperation in the community, can establish the social inclusion of this rural population in the municipality. In this way, the municipality comes to produce more of the food that it consumes and spend less time and money on highway transport for its shipping, and a role of local power is exercised in the presentation of alternatives for sustainable local and regional development (Duval and Ferrante, 2006).
The programs are also designed to provide benefits to the urban population through lower cost foods (through direct sales) and through food security in school meals. It has been possible at least to associate them to the development of traditional crops. They also identify municipal government with new policy concepts for the creation of projects for the use of agricultural spaces on the settlements and for traditional small farmers.
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